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A branching random field with immigration is considered. The demographic 
variation process is a non-Markovian signed measure-valued process which 
measures the changes in the system due to branchings and deaths in the population. 
The asymptotic behavior of this process under various scalings is studied. It is 
shown that the fluctuation limits are generalized Gaussian processes which are 
Markovian if and only if the branching is critical, in which case they are non- 
stationary generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes. lfi 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Particle systems in Rd called branching random fields, with or without 
immigration, have been investigated by several authors (e.g., Dawson 
[6,73, Dawson and Ivanoff [8], Ivanoff [l&19], Holley and Stroock 
[15], Walsh [28], Bojdecki and Gorostiza [3], and Gorostiza [11-131). 
In a special case, described in detail below, the asymptotic behavior of the 
measure-valued process NE {N,, t 2 0}, where N,(A) is the number of 
particles in the Bore1 set A c Rd, has been obtained under various scalings 
using several different methods. 
The process N may be decomposed as N = Nr + N”, where N’ is the 
basic population process, which is the same as N if there were no branchings 
and deaths in the population, and N” is the demographic variation process, 
so called because it measures the changes in the population due to 
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branchings and deaths with respect to the basic population process. N” is a 
signed measure-valued process, and the processes N and N’ are Markovian 
but iV” is not. 
In this paper we will study the asymptotic behavior of NT1 for high 
particle density and no scalings in space and time. We will mention also 
some asymptotic results for a space scaling, and for a space-time scaling in 
the critical case, but we emphasize that the high density limit reveals 
interesting aspects of the system which are lost in the other scaling limits. 
We point out that it is possible to handle all the different scalings with the 
same approach used here. For completeness we will include the high 
density behavior of N and N’, and also because some of these results are 
needed in connection with the proofs for N”. 
Since N” is not Markovian, there seems to be no reason why the limit 
fluctuation process of N” should be Markovian. Our main purpose in this 
investigation was to find out when the limit fluctuation of N” is Markovian 
under various scalings. We will show that the Markov property is 
associated with the case of critical branching. The Markovian limit 
fluctuations are generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, in general not 
stationary, and we will give the generalized Langevin equations they satisfy. 
In addition, we will give laws of large numbers and properties of the limit 
fluctuation processes (continuity of trajectories, large time behavior, and 
spectral measures). 
The present results include as a special case our results in [ 111, where 
there was no immigration, and some of the results for N were stated in 
[3, 131 with a brief indication on the method of proof of the fluctuation 
limits. However, the study of N” involves additional analysis. The methods 
of proof used here are similar to those in [ 111, but there are significant 
improvements due to recent developments on generalized processes 
[25-271 and on generalized Langevin equations [3]. 
In Section 2 we give some background on generalized processes. 
Section 3 contains the description of the model and the results, and 
Section 4 the proofs. 
2. BACKGROUND ON Y-PROCESSES 
We refer to Gelfand and Vilenkin [lo] for information on generalized 
processes and random fields. 
Let Y”(P) and Y’(P) denote the usual Schwartz spaces of C” rapidly 
decreasing test functions and of tempered distributions, respectively, and 
( .,. ) the duality between them. 9”(Rd) is taken with the strong topology, 
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and the subspace 9’L(Rd) of P”(R“) is the dual of YP(Rd), the completion of 
9’(Rd) for the Hilbert norm 
with x = (x,, . . . . xd), k = (k,, . . . . kd), Jk( = k, + . . . + kd, Dk = 8fkt/8xfl . . . 
x4, p=o, 1, . . . . 
D,. E D( [O, co), Y(R”)) designates the space of functions from [0, co) 
into 9’(Rd) which are right-continuous and have left limits, endowed with 
a Skorokhod-type topology [27]. Similarly we denote DYb s D( [O, oo), 
9’j,(Rd)) and D, E D( [0, co), R). 
2.1. Markov Property for Y-Gaussian Processes 
We consider second-order Y’(Rd)-valued processes XE ( {X,, t 2 0} = 
$“,> 4): 120, h-3Rd)h and we denote the covariance functional of X 
K,(s, 4; 6 II/)=cov(<xs? 4>? (J-t, $)I, s, t 2 0, 4, t,b E Y(R”). 
The process X is said to be Markovian if 
for t?O and AE~{(X,,~),S~~,~E~(R’)}. 
The process X is called Gaussian if {(X,, $), t 2 0, 4 E Y(Rd)} is a 
Gaussian system. 
A centered Gaussian process X is said to satisfy condition C if given 
s < t there exists a centered Gaussian Y’(Rd)-valued random variable 
x s, I such that (X,. I) II/) belongs to the L2-closed linear span of 
{ (X,, d), 4 E ,4”(Rd) > for each $ E 9(Rd), and 
Cov((X,, d>, <x,9 ti>)=Cov(<X,, 4>+ (X,,,, @>I 
for r 5 s, and 4, $ E Y( Rd). 
LEMMA 2.1. An Y( Rd)-valued centered Gaussian process is Markovian if 
and only if it satisfies condition C. 
The proof is elementary. The necessity of condition C involves an 
application of the regularization theorem [17]. 
In many applications (X,. ,, $) is of the form (X,, T,, ,Ic/), where T,, t is 
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a continuous linear operator from Y(Rd) into itself. In this case condition 
C is written 
KAr, (6; 6 ti) = K,&, 4; s, T,, ,vQ 1 
for rls<t and 4,$~9’(R~). 
2.2. White Noise, Y’- Wiener Processes and Langevin Equations for 
Y-Gaussian Processes 
The standard Gaussian white noise on Rd is the random element W of 
9”(Rd) whose characteristic functional is given by 
The Y’( Rd)- Wiener process dir = { dy;, t >= 0) determined by Q G {Q,, 
t 2 0} is a continuous Y’(Rd)-valued centered Gaussian process whose - 
covariance functional has the form 
where Q,: Y(Rd) + Y’(Rd) is a symmetric and positive continuous linear 
operator for each U, and the function u -+ (Q,& JI) is right-continuous 
with left limits for each 4, 1,9. The process w  exists for each such Q, it has 
independent increments and “w, = 0 [3]. 
A generalized Langevin equation for an Y’(Rd)-valued process 
XZ {X,, t 2 0} is a stochastic evolution equation of the form 
dX,=A*X,dt+dq, tzo, 
where A* is the adjoint of a continuous linear operator A of 9’(Rd) into 
itself, and YY is an Y’(Rd)-Wiener process. We interpret this equation in 
the sense that X satisfies 
for each 4 E 9’(Rd). Solutions of generalized Langevin equations are called 
generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processess. 
In [3] (Theorem 3.6) it is shown that if the covariance functional of an 
F-valued centered Gaussian process X satisfies the condition 
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for s 5 t and 4, + E Y(R”), where ($, t 2_ 0) is a strongly continuous 
semigroup of continuous linear operators on 9’(P) generated by a con- 
tinuous linear operator A on Y(R”), then X is Markovian (see Lemma 2.1) 
and satisfies the generalized Langevin equation above, and the operators 
f22~Q d t e ermining the F-Wiener process Ily- are obtained explicitly 
Note;hat in the case 9 E I, X itself is an <Y-Wiener process. 
2.3. Weak Convergence of Processes in D,, 
We denote weak convergence by *. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (X1);=, be a sequence of processes in D,,, F;, I = 
o( (X:, +4 ), s 5 t } for 4 E 9’( Rd) and t 2 0, @ a countable dense subset of 
Y(R”), and z a dense subset of [0, 00). If the random vectors 
convergence weakly in R” as n + 03 for each 4,) . . . . 4, E @, tI, . . . . t, E T, and 
m = 1, 2, . . . . and if there exists p > 0 such that given T > 0 and 6 > 0 there 
exist random variables y$, r, 6 2 0 such that 
lim lim sup Ey;, =, d = 0, 
6-O n-+r 
then there exists a unique process X such that X,, =S X in D,, as n -+ co. 
This lemma comes about by combining results of Mitoma [27] and 
Kurtz [22]. 
The next result, which is easy to prove, gives a useful way of verifying the 
second condition of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let XS {X,, t 2 0} be a process in D, adapted to a 
filtration (5Qrho. If there exist adapted processes 0(” and IV(*) in D, such 
that 
M, = X, - jr 0;” ds, t 2 0, 
0 
is a square-integrable martingale with increasing process 
s 
* 13:~) ds, t 2 0, 
0 
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then for each T > 0 and 6 > 0 there exists a random variable y r, 6 2 0 such 
that 
EC(X,+, -X,)21~lSEC~T,aI~1 for OstsT. 
Such a random variable is 
YT.s=xb sup ej*) + 62 sup (e)‘))‘] 
O~r~T+6 - ost57-+s 
This is an approach to prove tightness of (r>,, (implied by the second 
condition of Lemma 2.2 and Mitoma’s result) based on ideas of Holley and 
Stroock [14,15]. Proofs of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 appear in [9]. 
3. MODEL AND RESULTS 
We refer to Athreya and Ney [23 for background on branching 
processes and to Dawson and Ivanoff [8] for branching random fields. 
The special type of brancing random field with immigration on Rd we 
consider here is described as follows. Initial particles appear at time t = 0 
according to a Poisson random field on Rd with intensity measure y dx, 
y 2 0, and immigrant particles appear according to a Poisson random lield 
on Rd x [0, co) with intensity measure j? dx dt, /I 2 0, the two Poisson fields 
being independent. As time progresses, the particles independently migrate 
as standard Brownian motions during independent exponentially dis- 
tributed lifetimes with parameter I’, at the end of which they independently 
produce n particles with probability pn, n = 0, 1, . . . . The branching law 
(pn} is assumed to have finite second moment, and its mean and second 
factorial moment are denoted m, and m2, respectively. The offspring 
particles appear at the locations where their parent particles branched, and 
independently migrate, live, and reproduce by the same laws. 
The Malthusian parameter of the branching structure is c1= V(ml - 1 ), 
and the cases c1> 0, =0, and ~0 are termed supercritical, critical, and 
subcritical, respectively. 
Let N,(A) denote the number of particles of the system lying in the Bore1 
set A c Rd at time t, and consider the measure-valued process 
N = (N,, t 2 0). We wish to study the behavior of the system due to 
branchings and deaths in the population relative to the situation where 
branchings and deaths do not occur. This leads to decomposing the process 
N as N = N’ + N”, where the process N’ is constructed as follows. Starting 
with each initial or immigrant particle, if it branches into n > 1 particles we 
keep only one of them and remove the other n - 1; if it dies without off- 
spring we replace it at the location where it died with a Brownian particle 
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which never branches or dies. In the case of a branching we do the same 
operation with the single offspring particle, and so on. Realizations of this 
system are constructed by choosing at random the particle which is to be 
kept at each branching. Clearly this yields a system of independent Brow- 
nian motions with immigration. Let N:(A) denote the number of particles 
of this system in the Bore1 set A c Rd at time t. We call N’ z {N:, t ZO} the 
basic population process of the branching random field. Now 
N” - {Nf’, t 2 0} is defined by N” = N-N’, and we observe that this 
process measures how the system varies due the demographic changes, i.e., 
reproductions and deaths, with respect to the situation where these changes 
do not occur; hence we call it the demographic variation process of the 
branching random field. N’ and N” are also measure-valued processes, but 
N” can take negative values due to the deaths. We will see that the 
processes N, N’, and N” can be realized in D,.. 
It is clear that the processes N and N’ are Markovian. It is easy to see, 
by considering the negative atoms of N”, that given N:’ the future and the 
past of N” relative to t are not independent; hence N” is not Markovian. 
We will consider the following scalings indexed by K, with K+ co, and 
in each case the scaled processes are denoted NK, N’x “, and N”* K. 
(1) High density. The initial and immigration intensities are yK and 
/lK, respectively. 
(2) Space scaling. The space coordinates are Kx, i.e., 
(N;K, 4) = (N,, 4(./K)), etc., 4 E WRd), 
and {p,> has finite third moment. 
(3) Space-time scaling and low immigration in the critical case. The 
space-time coordinates are Kx, K*t, i.e., 
(N;K, 4) = (NKzt, 4(./K)), etc., 4 E y(Rd), 
the immigration intensity is B/K*, { pn > has finite third moment, and d 2 3. 
The corresponding fluctuation processes are: 
(1) MK=Kel’*(NK-ENK), and similarly M1,K and M1l*K. 
(2) MK = KPd12(NK - ENK), etc. 
(3) MK=K- d’2 ~ ‘( NK - ENK), etc. 
In the following we denote {z} the standard Brownian semigroup, and we 
write J $ for J,+&x) dx. 
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3.1. High Density Limits 
The high density analysis of N’ with fi = 0 was done by Martin-Liif [23] 
and that of N and N” with /I=0 by Gorostiza [ 111. 
THEOREM 1 (Laws of large numbers). For each t 2 0 and 4 E Y(Rd), 
in L2 as K-r co. (The limits are equal to K-‘E(N;K, q5), K-~‘E(N:sK, q5) 
and K-‘E( N:‘, K, #), respectively, for all K, and the last one is 0 in the 
critical case), 
THEOREM 2 (Functional central limit theorems). MK =S M, M’, K 3 M’, 
and M”*K*M*l in D,. as K + 03, where M, M’, and M” are centered 
Y’-Gaussian processes with covariance functionals 
Cov(<Ms, 4>, CM,, ICI>) 
sit, 
Cov((Mt’, d>, CM:‘, +>) 
[l+ea’-(l+e”(‘-S) 1 e-vmsl j b%,+ 
+ea’mzV iear ~$~~~+~,J/dr I I 
-(a+ Vp,)(l +ea(r-s))e-Vpos 





+j? [s+e”(l -e+)/d j 
-(l+e a(r-s))( 1 -e - vpo”)lvPol J” f&K,* 
+ea’m2V se”‘(l -e-or(s-r) 
J 0 )/a J 4ZL+d dr 




0 ear(l -e- 




cowers d>, of:‘, ICI>) 
iy (e 
i 
d-.y)- VPOS- 1) j&JJ$ 
+ (c( + Vpo) ea(r-+ VPOS 
f 




a(‘Ps)(l -e-vpa3)/VpO-.S] /qWPsI// 
+e -qtl+ VP,) 
J 
s 





+ (a + Vpo) e- VPOf 
J 
I 
e’” + VPO) r 
0 
J v-r+& dr} 
+/? [(l-e- 
i 
v~‘p”vpo - TV Jw-t+ 
\ +(M+ Vpo)1;:e”‘(l-e~vpo”~~~)/Vpo~b~~~,+2r~dr , t 5 s. 
Remarks. (1) a 5 0 implies p. > 0. (2) a + Vp, 2 0; and a + Vp, = 0 
implies a < 0 and pn 2 0 for n 2 2. (3) The covariance of M’ and M” does 
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not depend on m2, and in the critical case the expressions for s 5 t and t 5 s 
coincide. 
THEOREM 3 (Continuity of trajectories). M, M’, and M” have con- 
tinuous trajectories in Yb(Rd) for some p > 0. 
THEOREM 4 (Markov property and Langevin equations). A4 and M’ 
are Markovian and satisfy the generalized Langevin equations 
dM,=(+A+a)M,dt+d-W;, t 2 0, M,=y’/*W, 
where V is determined by 





dMf=$AM;dt+d%‘-j, tzo, M:,=y”*W, 
where “K’ is determined by 
with W the standard Gaussian white noise on Rd and . the usual scalar 
product in Rd. M” satisfies the stochastic evolution equation 
dM:’ = (4 A + ~1) Mf’ dt + dZ,, t 2 0, M”=O 0 9 
where 2 is the Y’-Gaussian semimartingale (with dependent increments if 
or#O) 
Z,=u ‘M:ds+$+w:, 
s t >= 0. 0 
M” is Markovian if and only if u = 0, and in this case it satisfies the 
generalized Langevin equation 
dM” = f AM” dt + d-w” , I I 7 t 2 0, ML1 = 0, 
683/25/Z-3 
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where WI1 is determined by 
+B m,Vt &+2[t-(l-e- 
i 1 
vpo’YvPol j v4. w], 
and 
= Y[SA t+(e-~“~“ArJ-l)/VpO~+~[(sA t)2/2-sA t/VP, 
i 
+ (1 -eeVPOJAr )A VPd21 
i 
j v4 *w. 
Remarks. (1) m,V-tx>O and (m2V-a)(e”- 1)/a+ 1 >O. 
(2) For general tl, M:’ can be written explicitly as 
M”-a ‘eN-h- I- 1 
J,-.Mids+ ‘e”“-‘)~-,d(%-W”Wf) 
0 5 0 
(see [20 1). (3) The covariance of WI and Wii does not depend on 
m,. (4) It is natural to ask if the pair (M’, Mu) is Markovian. It can be 
shown, using an extension of Lemma 2.1, that the (Y’(Rd))2-valued process 
(M’, M”) is Markovian if and only if a = 0; and for a # 0, (M’, M”) is 
Markovian only on the diagonal of (Y(Rd))2; in this case, since 
((M’,M”),(~,45))=(M’,~)+(M”,~)=(M,4,>,~~Y4P(Rd), 
the properties of (M’, M”) on the diagonal are the same as those of the 
process M. 
THEOREM 5 (Large time fluctuations). The random variables M,, Mf , 
and Mj’ have non-trivial weak limits in Y’(Rd) as t -+ co in the fat/owing 
cases only: 
(1) b = 0: Mf *M’, (the distribution of M: is independent oft), where 
M’, is centered Y’-Gaussian with covariance kernel y&x - y). 
(2) a=p=O and dz3:M,*M,, where M, is centered Y’- 
Gaussian with covariance kernel 
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(the second term involves the potential kernel of Brownian motion), and 
Mj’ * Ml; ) where ME is centered Y-Gaussian with covariance kernel 
y(26(x-y)+m,VIJd/2-1)/47cJ(x-y(ld-2). 
(3) c1 -C 0 and /I > 0: M, * M, , where M, is centered Y-Gaussian 
with covariance kernel 
-P/c4W- y)+m2 Wx, Y)>, 
with 
k(x, Y) 
e-(-2d'2 //+- "it/-4 -2@/2, d=l 
= K@-1((-2a)“2 ~lx-Jg)(-2cr)d’4-3’2/(271)~‘2 J/x-yp’, d12, 
and iYd2 _ t is the modified Bessel function (k(x, y) is half the potential kernel 
of Brownian motion killed at an independent exponentially distributed time 
with parameter -a). M, depends only on the immigration. 
(4) CI -C 0 and /I = 0: M:’ * Mz, where M$ is centered Y-Gaussian 
with covariance kernei y&x - y) (in this case M, + 0). 
Remark. The kernel k(x, y) has exponential decay at infinity. 
THEOREM 6 (Spectral measures). For each t 2 0, M,, Mj, and M:’ are 
homogeneous random fields with spectral measures 
a,,@) = a,(z) dz, 
where 
u,(z) = ye”‘[l + m2 V(e’“-““‘*“-- I)/(a - 11.zI12) J 
fle”‘/o!(l -ee-at+m2V[(e’a-1iz”2)r-e-a’)/((~z(J2-22a) 
+ (e(a-11z”2)t- l)/(u- ~~z~~2)J}, a#0 
m2V[t/llzl12+ (e-“rr’2’- 1)/llzl141f, 2 #O, a =o, 
z=o, ct=o, 
~,&W = (Y + PI 4 
and 
a,;l(dz) = o:‘(z) dz, 
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where 
of’(z) = a,(z) 
+y{1 -2CVPO’-2(tl+ Vpo) 
x (e(b - IIZP) f _ e - oar 
)/(a + VP, - ll‘412)~ 
+/l{t-2(1 -e-‘IPO’)/VpO 
- 2(a + Vpo)/Vp,[(e’a-‘1’1’2’r- l)/(a- ~~z~~*) 
_ (e’* - ll#) r _ e - VPOl 
I/(@ + VP0 - llzll *I 1. 
For a = p = 0 and dl3, M, and ME have spectral measures 
a,Jdz) = y( 1 + m2 V/llzl12) dz 
and 
a,t(dz) = ~(2 + m, V/((zl1*) dz. 
For u < 0 and /I > 0, M, has spectral measure 
a,%(dz)= -#xc1 +m, V/(llzl12- 2a)] dz. 
For u < 0 and /I = 0, ME has spectral measure 
a,;(dz) = ydz. 
None of the random fields above are induced by an ordinary Gaussian 
random field. 
3.2. Space Scaling Limit 
This scaling was investigated for N by Dawson and Ivanoff [S, 18, 19 J; 
they proved convergence of the fluctuations for fixed t, including t = cc 
when a steady state random field exists. In [ 121 we studied this scaling for 
N as a process (i.e., with varying t). As was pointed out in [12], the limit 
results for this scaling are the same as for the model where the particles 
stay at the locations where they are born, because the space scaling 
(without a corresponding time scaling to preserve the distribution of the 
migration) annihilates the migrations in the limit. The limit results for this 
scaling are similar, but simpler, to those of the high density limit, including 
the fact that M”, the weak limit of M”, K, is Markovian if and only if LY = 0; 
in this case M” is an Y’-Wiener process determined by 
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moreover, 44, = y iI2 W-i- K, where YY is an F-Wiener process determined 
by 
and M’ = y’12 W + ?Yf, where 9K”’ is an Y’-Wiener process determined by 
3.3. Space-Time Scaling Limit in the Critical Case 
The asymptotic behavior of NK for /I= 0 was obtained by Dawson 
[6--81, and with binary branching by Holley and Stroock [15]. The results 
for /?>O are given in 13, 133. 
Since the fluctuations of N’, K converge with the normalization Kdf2 
(this follows from the high density limit, with Kd instead of K, because the 
space-time scaling preserves the migrations), then under the present 
normalization, KPdj2-‘, the fluctuations of Nit K vanish in the limit and 
therefore the asymptotic behavior of N”, K is the same as that of NK 
[ 3, 133. Thus the weak limit M” of M”, K is a centered Y’-Gauss-Markov 
process satisfying the generalized Langevin equation 
dM” = 4 AM” dt + dS@’ I I I 3 t 2 0, &f”=O 0 ) 
with the Y’-Wiener process ?V’i determined by 
Comparing this result with the space scaling limit in the critical case we 
note that the difference is the diffusion term l/2 AM”; it is absent in the 
space scaling limit due to the annihilation of the migrations, and it appears 
in the space-time scaling limit because this scaling preserves the migrations. 
We emphasize that in the space-time scaling in the critical case the 
asymptotic behavior of N” is due only to the demographic changes; the 
effect of the basic population process disappears in the limit, contrary to 
the high density limit and the space scaling limit. 
Remarks. (1) Dawson [6,7] has obtained results for N under the 
space-time scaling in the critical case with /I=0 and ds 2. (2) In the 
case /I = 0 and critical binary branching, Walsh [28] analyzed in a unified 
way the asymptotic fluctuations of N under various scalings by separating 
the noises in the system due to diffusion and branching. (3) Concerning 
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uniqueness of (mild) solutions of stochastic evolution equations with values 
in Hilbert subspaces of Y(Rd), which cover the generalized Langevin 
equations in this paper, see Kotelenez [21] and Kallianpur and Ptrez- 
Abreu [20]. 
4. PROOFS 
The proofs require a substantial amount of calculation. We will only 
sketch the parts of the proofs which involve methods used before or 
straightforward computations. Many of the computations for N are in [9]. 
We begin with some preliminary calculations. 
Let NT(.) denote the number of particles in . at time t coming from a 
branching random field originated by a single particle born at x E Rd at 
time 0 (the same description as in Section 3, except that there is only one 
initial particle and no immigration). Similarly, let R(s) denote the same 
thing for a Brownian particle starting from x at time 0, which does not 
branch or die. (Put fi = 0 and N; = 0 for I < 0). Then N, and Nf can be 
represented as 
N,=z NFL,, and Nf = 1 rirpp ,, , 
I I 
where {(xi, ti)ji are the locations at birth and corresponding birth times of 
all the initial and the immigrant particles. (We should of course recall how 
the particles of N and N’ are related). Proceeding as in [S], i.e., condition- 
ing on the initial and the immigration Poisson fields restricted to compact 
sets, one shows using these representations that the characteristic functions 
of the random vectors 
Wz,, #I>, a-., (N,,, ha>) and ((Nf:, 4, >t ..a, W::, hn >), 
t, 2 . . . 5 t,, 4,, . . . . d,,, E Y(Rd), are given by 
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and 
ul, . . . . u, E R, respectively. A similar expression holds for N’. 
By differentiating (1) and (2) in the usual way we obtain the following 
expressions for the means and covariances: 
=Y E(N:,4)(?V:,~)dx+fRdE(~,4)<ii’:,Ij,)dx 
- [RdE(fi:, 4)<N:, ti> dx-jRdW:, 4>(A:v $> dx) 
RN:-,, $)(N:-,, $> dx 
+ jRd EC&r, 4><A;-., JI> dx 
- s /W-., 4XA:L JI> dx 
-j-/(fi:-,, 4)(N:-,, ‘4) dx}. (6) 
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Similarly, we can write the joint characteristic function of (IV:, 4 ) and 
(Nf’, I++>, and from it we get 
E&e,, 4>(N;‘-,, ti)dx 
- j EC&,, qO(k, $> dx dr. 1 Rd / 
(7) 
Hence to evaluate these means and covariances it suffices to compute 
the integrals 1 E(N;, d> dx, l E(R, d> dx, 1 E(N,“, qS)(N;‘, $) dx, 
1 E(Q, #><A:, $> dx, and j E(R, #)<hr:, C> dx. 
Since i@ represents a single Brownian motion, it is easy to show that 
jRd EC*, 4 > dx = jRd b(x) dx, (8) 
and 
j~dE(~,d)<~-~,~)dx=j~d~(x)~-.~(x)dxr s 5 t. (9) 
In [ 11 J we proved 
I 
RdE(N:, 4) dx=@ jRd&Wx (10) 
and 
s Rd 
E(N;, 4)(N:, 4~) dx 
= eat K-,$(x) dx 
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In order to compute the integral involving N” and 2.’ we need a renewal 
equation for 
H(~)=H(~,J/, ~)=Jbd~(bww dx. 
By a renewal argument this equation is found to be 
4(x) Icltx) dx + (a + bo) 
+(1-pO) J’H(~-s) I/e-““ds, 
0 
whose solution is 
H(q5, $, t) = e- Vpor 
iJ 




X e(“+ ‘PO)’ 
0 s 
Rd 4(x) 3&1,&x) dx dr 
In [ 111 we have shown: 
J EC*, $>(R,$> dx= f444 z-tIcI, thRd Hth e+s)~;_,vlC/, s), 
Therefore we obtain 







e(g+VPo)r R~~(x)~-,+2rt,b(x)dxdr , s 1 
= 
e -Vpos+ol(l--s) {J Rd4tx) K-d(x) dx+ (a + Qo) 
X s ‘e(o!- VPo)r 0 s Rd4(x) ~-s+Zr~tx) dx dr 
(12) 
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Substituting (8)-(12) into (3~(7), we have 
E(N,, 4) = [yeat+fl(ear- 1 )/~I Jbd b(x) dx, (13) 
COV((~S~ +>7 (N,, Ic/>) 
=e”‘[y+P(l -evas)/a] 1]91&x)q-sIcI(x)dx 
+ earym2 Y ’ err 








“(s-“)/a[Rd((~) 6.-s+2r$(~) dxdr, 
(14) 
E(Nf’, 4 > = [y(e*’ - 1) + P((e” - 1 )/u - t)l jRd 4(x) dx, (15) 
cov(w:‘, 4>, Wf’, Ic/>) 
‘(f--s)) e- vpos] jRd d(x) q;-&(x) dx 
+ eoL’m2 V ’ ear 
I I 0 









x(1-e- “po”K~oI j)(x) K-d(x) dx 
+e”‘m,V sear(l -,-d-r) s 0 Mo~~~~((X)~-s+~r~(li)dxdr 
-(a+ Vpo(l +e ““-‘))j;e”‘(l -e-bo’“-‘l)/vpo 
x Rddb)%S+2r$(x)dxdr I 1 
I s6 t, (16) 
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and 




a(t-s)- VprJs -l)~RdB(x)~-sw~~ 
+ (a+ Vpo) ea(r-s)- VPOS 
5 







df--3) 1 -,-VPOS 
)/VP,-s ~Rd40U4W~ 
1 
i-e +ya+ V--,)j;e”‘(l -e-VpO’“--r))/V/?O 
x Rd~CW-s+A4d~d~ I 1 
3 ss t, 
y (,-VP,*- 
i 
1) Jbd I(x) %A(x) dx 
+ (a + VP,) epvm' 
f 
f 








-I- (a + VP,) s,' ecrr( 1 - e- Vpo(‘--r))/V~O 
y /RdK4 %,+24(x) dx dr t 5s. (17) 
From (13) and (15) it follows that the processes N and N”, as well as the 
corresponding centered processes, take values in the space J,(Rd) of 
signed tempered Radon measures p on Rd such that 
I iid (I+ Ilxll*)-” M(dx)< 00, 
with p > d/2. Hence they also take values in Y’(Rd). Similarly for N’. 
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Moreover, they can be realized in D,,, as we will show presently. N is a 
Markov process with values in the Polish space A,‘(&‘) (the positive 
elements of &JR”) with the topology of p-vague convergence), and its 
infinitesimal generator 2 takes the following form on the real bounded 
continuous functions on A!,+(Rd) of the type F(,u) = f( (p, I)), f E C:(R) 
(the real functions on R with two bounded continuous derivatives), 
p E 4; ( Rd), 4 E Y( Rd): 
+v PnCf((1(,9)+(n-l)~(x))-f((CL,~))ICL(dX) 
Therefore for each such f and 4, 
is a martingale with respect to the filtration %= cr{ (N,, I/), ss t, 
I(/ E Y(Rd)}, t 2 0. For f(x) =x (j-4 Ci(Rd), but the process is integrable), 
(N,,))-~~C(N,,(td+a)i)+B(L,))ld~, t 2 0, (18) 
is a martingale, where 1 denotes the Lebesgue measure on Rd. Since every 
real martingale has a version in D, (assuming the filtration is enlarged so 
as to satisfy the “usual conditions”), (18) implies that (N, q5 ) has a version 
in D, for each q5 E Y(R’), and therefore by [26] N has a version in D,.. 
An analogous argument shows that N’ has a version in D,,, but we cannot 
conclude from this that because N” = N - N’ then N” has a version in D,. , 
since N and N’ have common discontinuity points (see Cl]). However, 
from the martingale (18) for N and the corresponding one for N’ we can 
get, by subtracting them, a similar martingale for N” with respect to the 
filtration generated by N and N’, due to the following result (e.g., [S]): If 
(Q, 9, P) is a probability space, X an integrable random variable on it, 
and Q, &’ sub-a-algebras of 9 such that cr(X, S} and X are independent, 
then E[Xl G{ 9, &}] = E[Xl S]. In our case, denoting FN, 5$, and Y& ,v~ 
the filtrations generated by N, N’, and (N, N’}, respectively, what has to 
be added to gN to get Y$,, ,+ is independent of N, and what has to be added 
to FN1 to get 5& I is independent of N’. Using the martingale for N” we 
can argue as above to show that N” has a version in D,,. By (13) and 
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(15), N- EN and N” - EN” have versions in D,,, and similarly for 
N’ - EN’. 
For further use we note that the increasing process of the martingale (18) 
is 
s ’ [I(N,, 11%412 + V m*-m,+1)~2)+P(~,d2>IdS, tzo, (19) 0 
and using (18) and (19) it can be shown that for the fluctuation process 
N - EN and each 4 E Y( R”), 
(N, - EN,, 4) - 1; if$‘)b) ds, t 2 0, (20) 
and 
(N, - EN,, 4) - il’ Oy )(s) ds)’ - J1: Or)(s) ds, t 20, (21) 
are martingales, with 
e~)(s)=(N,-EN,,($d+a)~), 
and 
fJ$?(s) = (N,, IlV4ll’+ V ~2-~l+w2)+D(4~2) 
(details in [9]). 
(22) 
(23) 
From the previous expressions we can get the corresponding ones for 
NK, etc., by replacing y and b by yK and PK. The martingales for MK are 
obtained by dividing (20) by K”‘, and (21) and (23) by K. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We do it for NK; the others are similar. Using (13) 
and (14) we get 
=K-‘Var(N,,#)-+O as K-+oo. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We do it for N”; it is similar for the others, except 
for tightness of { M*r* “} K. 
We need the expansion of the characteristic function of a real random 
variable X in the form: if X has finite moment of order n, then 
n-l 
Eeiux= c Eii”‘(i~)~/k! + [Ex” + G(u)](i~)“/n!, UER, 
k=l 
where 6(u) + 0 as u -+ 0 and Ia(u)l 5 2EIXI” for all u. 
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Using (1) (3), (4), (lo), (ll), (13), and (14) for K-‘12NK, expanding as 
above the characteristic functions in the exponentials in (1), and taking the 
limit as K+ co, we show that the distribution of 
converges weakly to that of 
for all tr 5 ... 5 t,, @r, . . . . 4, E Y(Rd) and m = 1,2, . . . . Hence the first 
condition of Lemma 2.2 is satisfied (details in [9]). 
Now we prove tightness of (MK) K by verifying the second part of 
Lemma 2.2. Using the martingale (20) for MK and Doob’s inequality as in 
[ll], we find for each T>O 
where A < cc is a constant, and (using (18)) a similar result for 
Esu~os,s<T (N;K, #)2. Then by (22) and (23) we have (denoting @$‘k and 
0gk the scaled versions of 0$‘J and fI$?) 
lim lim sup d2E sup 
6-o K-m 
(tQ!)K(s))’ = 0 
05x5 T’f6 
and 
lim lim sup 6E sup 
ado K-cc 
of),(s) = 0. 
Ojs$T+6 * 
Therefore by Lemma 2.3 the second condition of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied 
(details in [9]). Hence we have MK * M. 
The proof of M’* K *M’ is similar and simpler. 
Convergence of finite-dimensional distributions of &I”, K is done as 
above. To prove tightness of {M”, “} K, rather than trying to use the mar- 
tingale approach we note that since (Mu “, 4 ) = ( MK, 4 ) - (M’. 14 ), 
(MK, I$) * (M, 4) and (M’.K, 4) =S (M’, 4) in DR, and both (M, 4) 
and (M’, 4) are continuous (Theorem 3), it follows that (see, e.g., Cl 1) 
(M”’ K, 4 ) =E- ( M”, 4 ) in D, for each 4 E Y( Rd); hence { ( Mu5 K, 4 > } K is 
tight in D, for each 4 E Y’(Rd), and therefore by [27], {M”. K}K is tight in 
D y’. so M”~ K a M”. 
Note that the covariance functional of A4 is the same as that of N 
because the only change is y + yK and p + j?K. The same happens with &I’ 
and N’, and with M” and N”. 
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Using the same approach one shows that 
(M:, 4) and (AI:‘, $) being jointly Gaussian with the stated covariance, 
which is that of (Nj, 4) and (A’:‘, $I>. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 4, since ( W, 4) is a martingale, 
is also a martingale. Then, proceeding as in the second part of the proof of 
Theorem 2, by means of Doob’s inequality, one can show that for each 
T > 0 and 4 E 9’(Rd), 
where A < cc and B < co are contants and f is a positive locally bounded 
function. The result for M then follows from [25] (details in 191). The 
proof for M’ is similar, and the result for M” is a consequence of 
j$p=M-M’. 
Proof of Theorem 4. From the covariance functional of A4 we see that it 
satisfies 
Cov((M,, #>, CM,, II/>)=Cov(<M,, 4>, (M,,e”‘-“)C,$)), s 5 t. 
Then by [3, Theorem 3.61 A4 is Markovian and satisfies the generalized 
Langevin equation 
dM,=(4A+a)M,dt+d-W;, t 2 0, 
with W determined by 
- Kdt, 4; t, (f A + 00 $1. 
Carrying out the computations, using 
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one obtains (Q,& +) (details in [9]). M,, is seen from the covariance 
functional of M. The proof for M’ is similar. 
The stochastic evolution equation for M” with general c( follows from 
the Langevin equations for M and M’. From the covariance functional of 
M” we see that it satisfies condition C (Section 2) if and only if a = 0; 
therefore by Lemma 2.1, Mu is Markovian if and only if a = 0 (note that 
this corresponds to the semimartingale 2 having independent increments), 
and the Langevin equation for M” is obtained similarly as for M. 
The covariance of W’ and WI1 in the critical case can be obtained from 
the covariance of M’ and M” and the Langevin equations for these 
processes. 
Proof of Theorem 5. All of these results are obtained by taking the 
limit as t --) co of the corresponding characteristic functionals and 
covariance functionals, performing standard calculations, and using Levy’s 
continuity theorem for nuclear spaces [4] (details in [9] for part (3)). 
Proof of Theorem 6. The homogeneity of the random fields (i.e., 
invariance under spatial translations) is seen by inspection of the covarian- 
ces. The spectral measure of M,, a,,(dz) = a,(z) dz, is computed from 
a,(z) = fRd e -iz’ykw,(O, y) dy, 
where . is the scalar product in Rd and kM,(x, y) is the covariance kernel 
of M,, which is read off from the covariance functional (details in [9]). 
Similarly for M:, M:‘, M, , M’, , and ME. 
Since the covariance kernels of all these random fields contain delta 
functions (i.e., they have white noise components), they are not induced by 
ordinary Gaussian fields (see [24] ). 
Comments on the Proofs for the Space Scaling and the Space-Time 
Scaling. The methods of proof for these scalings are the same as for the 
high-density limit. The main difference is that the covariance functionals of 
M, IV’, and M” are not the same as for the corresponding N, N’, and N”, 
as in the high density limit; they are the limits of the covariance functionals 
of NK, N’p “, and N”* K as K + W. 
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In the space scaling the main effect is that the terms of the form 
J 4(x) %1+5(x) dx are transformed into 
which converges to j 4(x) $(x) dx as K-+ co. This shows how the 
migration process disappears in the limit. The limiting procedures for the 
laws of large numbers and the central limit theorems require that {p,,} 
have more than finite second moment, and finite third moment suffices 
(see [ 123). 
For the space-time scaling in the critical case the same method works for 
Nrr, but as we have pointed out, the results are the same as for N. In this 
scaiing the hmit procedures for the laws of large numbers and the central 
limit theorems also need more than second moment of (p,}, and third 
works; and dz 3 is necessary. 
Final Remark. The present results can be extended to the case where 
the initial particles appear in an arbitrary Bore1 subset of Rd, the 
immigration takes place in an arbitrary Bore1 subset of Rd x [0, co), and 
the particle migration process is a symmetric stable process. 
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